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The Year in Infrastructure Awards Submissions Now Open!
Want to win a free trip to
Singapore to present
your company's project
using Bentley software?
Submit your nomination
now! There are 18
categories to choose from
this year, and 3 finalists
from each category will be
chosen to present their
project in Singapore at the
annual Year in Infrastructure
Conference October 21-24,
2019.
Last year, Anil Verma was a finalist in the Buildings and Campuses category, coming in
2nd place. Want to see the other projects from 2018 including Anil Verma's? Check out
the 2018 Year in Infrastructure book.

Ready to nominate your project this year? Each finalist chosen from the nominations
for each category will receive free travel and accomodations to Singapore for the
conference in order to present their project. Also, every accepted nomination is
published in the annual Year in Infrastructure book. There are a number of other PR
benefits as well! Let's get your project submitted today! Email tom@archwaysystems.com
if you are interested.

Report: Interested in GeoTechnical
Engineering?
Bentley Systems has
developed and acquired
some of the leading
geotechnical software with
innovative ways to acquire
and use it including Plaxis
and Soil Vision. There is so
much you can do with gINT,
and Bentley has just added
more!
Plaxis is the leader in finite element modeling of underground facilities, and Soil Vision is
the standard for slope deflection calculations. Add these two to gINT, the acknowledged
leader in bore hole data management and strata modeling, and you have the leading
geotechnical software. And, of course, MicroStation for 3D modeling, design and
drafting. With these software added to Bentley's library, you can now have a full Digital
Twin model of your underground facilities data.
Soil Vision and gINt are available via rental by month or quarter as well as purchase,

while Plaxis is only available as purchase. Bundles and ala carte. Even a special tradeup program. Call Archway if you have any questions or want to learn more about these
newly acquired geotechnical software products!
For more information, check out Bentley's website and Soil Vision's website.

CONNECT Licensing

Summer Bentley Bash 2019 - May
21-22, 2019

CONNECT Licensing is the new way to
license software with Bentley. It has some
great advantages that users have been
looking forward to for years! This
includes new features such as limiting
the number of licenses and more
security.

The next SoCal Bentley Bash is coming
up May 21-22, 2019 at the AEC
Next/SPAR 3D Conference at the
Anaheim Convention Center in Anaheim,
CA. We will have 1-hour lecture sessions
and 3-hour hands-on workshops. Come
to the Bash and get into the Exhibit Hall,
Keynote Presentations, and Product
Previews for free!

With CONNECT Licensing, your company
can also qualify for discounts on term
licenses, perpetual licenses purchase,
and SELECT renewals. You can get a
10% discount just by having 100% of
your users registered and 100% of your
computers with CONNECT Edition
software installed. After that, there are
additional volume discounts that you can
up to 25% off.

The topics this year will include
AEC/SPAR specific lectures, OpenSite
Designer, OpenBuildings, and more!
Sign up today to be the first to know
when registration opens!

Sign up today!

We are a Bentley Platinum Channel
Partner - Secure the best prices and
service for your Bentley software needs.
Buy with us today!

We are an Authorized Bentley Product
Training Partner - See our current Class
Schedule on LearnMicroStation.com
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